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Apa cite images

Images, charts, tables &amp; charts Play back when you copy or re-create an image, table, chart, or chart that is not an original work. If you recreate one of these works in your assignment, you'll need to create a note below the image, chart, table, or chart to show where you found it. This information is not included in the revocation list. Citing information
from an image, chart, table, or chart If you reference information from an image, chart, table, or chart but don't duplicate it in paper, create a citation in both the text and the reference list. If the information is part of another format, such as a book, an article in magazines, an encyclopedia, etc., cite the work from which it originated. For example, if the
information comes from a table in an article in National Geographic magazine, you must cite the entire article. As long as you go to a well-known image, you don't have to quote it, for example, describing someone as having a Mona Lisa smile. Drawing number Each image played should be assigned a drawing number, starting with number 1 for the first
image used in the assignment. Title images may not have a title set. If this is the case, provide a description of the image on which you would normally place the title. Copyright information When playing images, include copyright information in the citation, if any, including the year and the copyright holder. Copyright information on the website is often found at
the bottom of the homepage. Paintings, diagrams and artistic works should be quoted as you can cite any other type of work. Note: Images in the text are usually also accompanied by a caption containing copyright information and a statement of permission to use. Contact your instructor to see if it's necessary. Tip: Provide as much information as possible
about the images that have been used, including the basis: name of the creator (author, artist, photographer, etc.) date of publication or creation of the title of the publisher's place of work publication of the type of material (for photographs, charts, online images) website address and name of the date of access of the institution or museum where the work is
located (for works of art and museum exhibits) dimensions of work (for works) General format in text (Paraphrase) : (Artist's name, Year) Quote in text (Quote): (Artist's name, Year) References: Artist's name, First initial. The second initial. (Year). The title of the theme [Format]. Title of the Website. URL (website address) References (no author): Work title
[Work type]. (You created the image of the year.) Title of the Website. URL (website address) References (no author, no title, no date): [Subject and type of work]. Title of the Website. URL (address Web) Many images found on the Web belong to this category. Try to locate the missing information, information, and/or looking at the bottom of the image.
Example in Text Quote (Paraphrase): (Baumel, 2010) Quote in Text (Quote): (Baumel, 2010) References (Basic): Baumel, A. (2010). Cholera treatment center in Haiti [Photo online]. Doctors without borders. Testimonials (No author): Influenza epidemic [Online photo]. (1919). History. References (No Author, No Title, No Date): Untitled illustration of a
sleeping dog. Sleeping animals. Figures in this guide, word drawing refers to all images including, Drawings, Charts, Diagrams, Charts, Images in Publications, etc. If you are referring to a table, see the References tables tab. If you're referring to a visual work (such as photography, painting, clip art), see the Reference Visual Works tab. To learn how to deal
with multiple authors, see Referenciling books The following tip applies to tasks. If you're finishing theses or other published works, see the section at the bottom of this page. Drawing that you play or adapt from elseage and insert for assignment The basic format is: Drawing (No) Drawing Title (Drawing) Note: Callouts to supplement or clarify the information
in the drawing. This may include explanations of units of measure, symbols, abbreviations, shading, color, etc. From (source type information), Copyright year by copyright owner's name. (For customized figures, it must be adapted from (source type information)) (Note: If no further explanation is required, you can skip this section.) From a book or e-book
Figure 1 Life expectancy over time in Pacific countries Note: Changing life expectancy 1950-2040 in different Pacific countries. From ageing and economic growth in the Pacific (2nd ed., p. 13), by A. Kohsaka, Routledge. Copyright 2013 by Akir Kohsak. Kohsaka Reference List, A. (2013). Ageing and economic growth in the Pacific region. Routledge. Quote
in the text As explained in Figure 1, or life expectancy in the Pacific increased (Figure 1). From the article in Figure 2 Main wetlands in new Zealand territorial areas Note: Map of New Zealand showing the boundaries of regional councils and unitary authorities along with the main wetlands. It shows the high incidence of wetlands in some areas that others.
From Wetland management in New Zealand: Are current approaches and policies sustaining wetland ecosystems in agricultural landscapes?, by S.C. Myers, B. R. Clarkson, P. N. Reeves &amp; B. D. Clarkson, 2013, Environmental Engineering, 56(7), p. 113 ( . Copyright 2013 by Elsevier. Reference list S.C., Clarkson, B. R., Reeves, P. N., &amp; Clarkson,
B. D. (2013). Management of wetlands in Nowy Nowy Do current approaches and policies sustain wetland ecosystems in agricultural landscapes? Ecological Engineering, 56(7), 107-120. Text Quote As shown in Figure 2, OR There is a significant group of wetlands in Northland (Figure 2). From the website Figure 3 A present artificial intelligence Note:
Illustration showing how code can get into people's minds and act like them. From the benefits and risks of Artificial Intelligence, by the Future of Life Institute, N.D. ( . Copyright future of Life Institute. (In this case, the website is authored by the author of the company and has no publication date or copyright date.) Reference List Future of Life Institute. (n.d.).
The benefits and risks of AI. Quote in the text As shown in Figure 3, or artificial intelligence is a way for man (Figure 3). Referring to a figure that has not been inserted for assignment? If you are referring to an image or chart that has not been recreated in your task, follow the quote in the text according to the source of the image or chart you are using (e.g.
book, journal article, website). (Note: if you can repeat the character in your task, you should) e.g. (for e-book online) quote in the text ... great representation of Feng Shui, as shown in the bathroom of the country estate of St Anne's Court (Skinner, 2004, p. 87) Reference List Skinner, S. (2004). Feng Shui style: Asian art of gracious life. Periplus Editions
Insert data for a thesis or published publication? If you're inserting a drawing for a thesis or published publication, you'll need permission to use that image or chart. Once you have obtained this permission, you can add notes at the end of your note: under your figure: Reprinted with permission or customized with permission. Alternatively, if you're using a
Creative Commons image, insert the details of the license you want. Detailed information on quoting information below the photo can be found in tables and drawings. Basic composition format: Artist's name, first initial. The second initial. (Year). The title of the theme [Format]. Location. Url example: van Gogh, V. (1889). Starry Night [Painting]. Museum of
Modern Art, New York, NY, United States. basic stock image format: Author. (Year). Image title [format]. Website. Url example: National Park and Denali Reserve. (2013). Lava [Photo]. Flickr. image without author, title or date [Subject and type of work]. (n.d.). URL: [Photo of washing person washing (n.d.). Note: You still need to cite the image, even if a lot
of information is missing. Try to find the images that contain this information. Google Images: Go to the original location (site) of the image and quote one of the above formats. Have a number, usually in short Fig. 1 for example. Include artist name (last name, first name), date (in parentheses), song title, and work type (in parentheses). Averages and
measurements and the institution where the work is located may be incorporated after the type of work. Include the source from which the image originatedTo books, start with From, then italic title, page number in parentheses, by author, then date and publication informationTo electronic resources, start with Downloads and include the download date (day
of the month, year) and from: followed by url. Be consistent with your choices to display captions on paper or slide show. An image scanned from a book played in textFig. 1. Neel, Alice (1975) Nancy and the Rubber Plant, [painting], oil on canvas, 203.4 x 91.4 cm. From Alice Neel (p. 144), Ann Temkin et al., 2000, New York: Harry N. Abrams.Image
downloaded from ARTstor recreated in textFig. 2. Weyden, Rogier van der (1430-1432) Saint Catherine of Alexandria, [panel of the diversion]. Downloaded september 30, 2009 from ARTstor: downloaded from the museum's website recreated in textFig. 3. Caravaggio (c. 1600) Denial of St. Peter, [painting]. Source: September 29, 2009 from The
Metropolitan Museum of Art: downloaded from Flickr Commons reproduced in textFig. 4. Eakins, Thomas (1891) William Rudolf O'Donovan, [photos]. Archive of American Art, Smithsonian institution. Source: September 29, 2009 from Flickr Commons: downloaded from Flickr (personal images uploaded by others) reproduced in textFig. 5. von Schmidt,
Friedrich (1872-1883). Vienna Rathaus, [buildind]. Harshil Shah (2009) Vienna - Rathaus, [digital image]. Access Septembe 14, 2012 from Flickr: modified: 14 September 2012 2012
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